Figure 1. Visible light gallery images are matched to shortwave IR (SWIR) probe images. All images are captured under favorable conditions. Images are photometrically normalized (PN) using different PN techniques (PN1, PN2...PNn) to bridge the gap between visible and SWIR face image representation.
Virginia University (WVU) we have developed an FR technique that efficiently matches SWIR to visible light images and can be effective 24 hours a day in the field.
Continued on next page
We recently constructed an SWIR multi-wavelength acquisition system that can capture face images at five different wavelengths, from 1150 to 1550nm, in rapid succession using a rotating five-filter wheel. 1 We used our system with a visible camera to collect face images in a controlled indoor environment. 2 Cross-spectral FR experiments showed that SWIR face images captured at different wavelengths can be matched to visible images with very promising results. 3 We also performed indoor cross-spectral FR studies, collecting images at two long standoff distances of 50 and 106 meters using laser illumination and the tactical imager for night/day extended-range surveillance (TINDERS) provided by the West Virginia High Technology Consortium Foundation. We also collected face images outdoors during the day and night with 'uncooperative' subjects in terms of facial expression and with variable atmospheric conditions and standoff distances. 4 In both of these challenging environments, we collected probe images at a wavelength of 1550nm, which is particularly important for operational teams such as those in the armed forces. At this wavelength, SWIR imaging systems are eye-safe and are also tolerant to low levels of obscurants such as fog and smoke, providing the capability to see in night glow or night sky radiance.
In FR experiments we compared visible (baseline) images to 1550nm images, before and after applying different photometric normalization (PN) techniques (see Figure 1 ), using the crossphotometric score level fusion (CPF) rule developed by Nathan Kalka at WVU. 3 FR performed best when photometric normalization was used in conjunction with a commercial FR matcher across all cross-spectral experiments.
Next we plan expanded testing and to continue our efforts to improve further the performance of cross-spectral matching by incorporating improved normalization schemes that will bridge the spatial representation of face images acquired under variable spectra. 
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